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We study the semiclassical Schrodinger operator, -h’d + V(x), h E IO, I], and 
establish various results on the time-decay of scattering solutions and the 
semiclassical bounds for the powers of the resolvent. For short range potentials, the 
time-decay results obtained in this paper are the best possible and this enables us to 
conclude the equivalence between the non-trapping condition in classical mechanics 
and the uniform time-decay of wave functions in quantum mechanics. 0 1988 

Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let H; = - h2A and Hh = Ht + V be Schrodinger operators on R”, where 
h E 10, l] is a small parameter and V a smooth real potential on R” 
satisfying for some .sg > 0 

Id; V(x)1 < C,(x) -‘a’-Eo, XE R” (1.1) 

for every c( E N”. Here (x) z (1 + 1x1 ) * *I* In this paper, we are interested in . 
the semiclassical propagation properties of scattering solutions of the 
Schrodinger equation 

ih; u(t, h) = Hhu(t, h), ?ER 
(1.2) 

40, h) =f@), f(h) E L2(W, 

that is, solutions of (1.2) with initial dataf(h) supported in R, in the spec- 
tral representation of Hh. We want to prove results on time-decay uniform 
with respect to h E 10, l] for solutions of (1.2) in weighted-L’ spaces. By 
Fourier-Laplace transform, these results are closely related to the 
smoothness of the resolvent for Hh. For fixed h, this kind of question was 
considered by a number of authors. See, for example, [ 13-15, 17,211. 
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Let us begin with giving a necessary condition to get the uniform time- 
decay for the solutions of problem (1.2). Let U(t, h) = K~~-‘~“* be the 
unitary group. Assume that for some s > 0 and E > 0 we have 

where ~EC,“(]O, +cc[). Let flh= -hA+ V(h’/‘x) and 8(t,h)=~“~~“*. 
Put 

Wh(xo, to) = exp(ih-‘(x.5,-xo.D,)) 

and 

G(t, h) = wh(x,,, co)* (h”‘x) p”X(ifh) @t, h)(h”*x) -’ 8(t, h)* Wh(xo, &-,). 

Since Wh is unitarily equivalent to Hh, we have still 

IIG(c h)ll Y(LZ) G C&A 1 + 14) -c? fortERandhE]O, 11. (1.3)’ 

Now by the results on semiclassical approximations (see [22, 25]), G(t, h) 
converges strongly to (x0) -“x( 15o12 + V(x,))(x( - t; x0, to))-” as h tends 
to zero, where (x(t), l(t)) is the solution of the classical Hamiltonian 
system: 

i(t) = X(c), 40) = Y 

4(t) = -v Vx(t)), 5(O) = VI. 

In particular, it follows from (1.3)’ that 

lx(t; XO?50)1”~ c-‘lx(15012+ Vx,))l(x,)-“(1 + ltl)“. 

This means that in order to get a result of the form (1.3) it is necessary to 
assume that 

lim (x(t; x0, to)\ = + co for (x0, toI E R2n, 
ItI -8 +s 

such that x( I<o12 + V(x,)) # 0. Therefore we are led to make the following 
condition on the solutions of classical Hamiltonian system. Let p(x, 5) = 
Ill’+ V(x) and Jc 10, + co[ be an open interval. We say that J is an 
interval of non-trapping energy iff 

for every subinterval Z c J and for every R > 0, there is to > 0 
so that Ix(t; y, n)l > R for ItJ 3 to and (y, 11) E p-‘(Z) with 
IYI <R. (1.4) 
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The arguments given above show that for (1.3) to be true, it is necessary to 
choose x E C,“((]O, + a [) with support in some interval of non-trapping 
energy. In fact we will prove in this paper that for short range potentials 
this condition is also sufficient. 

Notice that the condition (1.4) was used in [16, 19, 213. In particular it 
is proved in [20] that under the conditions (1 .l ) and ( 1.4), for every 
s> l/2, one has 

Il(x)-“R(~+i&;h)(x)-“Il <Ch-’ for AEZ~J,O<E<~ 

and for hi 10, 11. Here I)./) is the norm of operators on L2(R”) and 
R(z, h) = (H” -z) ~ ‘. In this work, we will also give similar estimates for 
the powers of the resolvent. 

Let b + E Coo(RZn) satisfying 

1~3; $b,(x, 01 d C,,(X)~~‘~ on R*” (1.5) 

and that there exist G& E ] - 1, 1 [ such that 

b,(x, 5)=0, if +.?.f< &a+, (1.6) 

where ~?=x/lxl and [=5//5/. LetfEY and ~EC;(.J), where his an 
interval of non-trapping energy. Put 

f(h)=~(H~)f, f,(h)=xW”)b,kWf 

with b+(x, hD) being the pseudo-differential operators associated to b, by 
the formula 

a(x, hD) g(x) = (27ch))” [ j eih-‘+ .“),<a(,, 5) g(y) dy d& g E 9’( R”). 

Let u(t, h) be the solutions of (1.2) with initial dataf(h) andf,(h), respec- 
tively. Then for every fixed t and h, u(t, h) and U* (t, h) are in Y(R”) (see 
[6, 221). In this paper, we will prove the following results. 

THEOREM 1. Let V satisfy (1.1) with .q, > 1 (i.e., V is short range) and 
(1.4). Then: 

(i) For eoery 520 

II46 h)ll -,G CA1 + Id-“llf Ilsv for tER,VhE]O, 11. 

(ii) Assume that b, satisfies (1.5) and (1.6). Then for eoery s, r 2 0, 

llu,(& h)ll -,p,i Cr,.Al + Id-“Ilfll -r, for +t>O, VhE]O, l] 

and 

llbr(x,h~)u(t,h)ll,~C,.,(l + lfO-SllfIlr+s~ for +t>O, VhE]O, 1). 
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(iii) Assume that b + satisfies (1.5) and (1.6) with 0 _ < (T + . Then for 
every s, N B 0, 

llb7(x,h~)u,(t,h)ll,~c,,,(l+ Itl)-Nllfll-,~ for +_t>O,Vh~]0,1]. 

Here I( .I( s is the weighted L*-norm : (If 1) S = (I (x) -“f I( LzCRnJ. Theorem 1 
shows that for short range potentials, the uniform time-decay of scattering 
solutions is equivalent to the non-trapping condition (1.4). As a con- 
sequence of (i), Theorem 1, we get: 

THEOREM 1’. Suppose that V is a short range potential. Then the 
following three conditions are equivalent: 

(i) J is an interval of non-trapping energy (1.4); 

(ii) for some fixed s > 0, r > 0 and for every 1 E C?(J) we have 

II<x>-%Hh) U(t, h)(x)-“II <C,(l + ItI)-‘, fER 

uniformly in h E 10, 11; 

(iii) for every s > 0, and for every x E C?(J), we have: 

IKx>-~xW~) WC h)(x)-“II G&U + Id-“, tER 

uniformly in h E 10, 11. 

For long range potentials, we have not obtained such a good result and 
the decay of scattering solutions is derived from high order resolvent 
estimates. 

THEOREM 2. Let V be a long range potential satisfying (1.1) (with Ed > 0) 
and (1.4). Let I c J. Then we have: 

(i) For every mEN* and s>m- l/2 

II(x)-S(R(z,h))m(x)-SII~CC,,,h~m, for hE]O, l];RezEZ,Imz#O. 

(ii) Let b, satisfy (1.5) and (1.6). Then for s>m - l/2, 

II(x)“-“b,(x, hD)(R(z, h))“(x)-“11 <C,,sh-“, 
and 

ll(x> -“(R(z, h))“b.(x, hD)(x)“-“II < C,,sh-” 

for hE]O, 11; RezEZund +Imz>O. 
(iii) Let b f satisfy (1.5) and (1.6) with c _ 5 0 + . Then for any s > 0, 

II(xY bT(x, hD)(Wz, h))“‘b.(x, hD)<x)“ll < CJ-” 

for hE]O, 11; RezeZ, )Imz>O. 
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Recall that for fixed h, the smoothness of the boundary values 
R(1. + i0; h) of the resolvent R(z, h) was discussed in [13, 14,281. By a 
standard argument (see [ 141) we obtain from (i) of Theorem 2 that for 
any s>O and E>O, 

IId& h)ll -.! G C,,h-“(1 + Id)- J+~Yfll.,> tER. (1.7) 

By the method used in the proof of Theorem 1, we can improve the decay 
rate in t. 

THEOREM 3. Let V he a long range potential satisfying ( 1.1) and ( 1.4). 
With the notations of Theorem 1, one has, for every s,r 3 0 and E > 0, 

lldt, h)ll 16 c.&“(l + ItI)-“llflls for tER, hE 10, l] 

(1.8) 

Ilu~(t,h)ll~~.~,dC~,,,,,~~“~~+Jtl)~”llfll~,, for ft>O,h~lO,ll 

(1.9) 

If b+ satisfies (1.5) and (1.6) with (r- <c+, we havefor every N>O, 

(1.11) 

Theorem 3 is not as beautiful as Theorem 1. But the decay rates in time 
in Theorem 3 are the best possible, as we can see in checking the solutions 
for the free Hamiltonian Hi. We believe that Theorem 1 is also true for 
long range potentials. For fixed h, the known results in the literature are 
usually of the form (1.7) [ 13-151. However, in a paper to appear [29], 
Isozaki will prove a result similar to (1.8) for h = 1. Notice that for fixed h, 
one can drop the condition (1.4) and take x E P(R ’ ) with bounded 
derivatives on R+ such that inf supp x > 0. See Theorem 5.4. The results 
proved in this paper can be applied in semiclassical scattering theory. See, 
for example, [23,24] for 0 < h < 1 and [27] for h = 1. 

The proof of Theorems 1,2, and 3 is based on the construction of an 
outgoing (resp. incoming) h-parametrix for (1.2) uniform with respect to 
t > 0 (resp. t < 0). In this connection, a key result is the existence of the 
phase functions which was established by Isozaki-Kitada [12]. Making 
use of these parametrices, we are able to prove first the desired results with 
s = 1 for Theorem 1 or m = 1 for Theorem 2. Notice that (i) of Theorem 2 
with m = 1 is due to Robert-Tamura [20]. Then a suitable partition of 
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unity enables us to obtain the general results by an inductive argument. 
Notice that for lt( small, similar parametrices are powerful in the study of 
spectral properties for quantum Hamiltonians (see, for example, [S, lo] for 
h = 1 and [S, 73 for h E 10, 11). But to study the propagation properties of 
scattering states, only parametrices global in t will be useful. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we construct an 
outgoing (resp. incoming) h-parametrix. For fixed h, the same construction 
was done by Isozaki-Kitada [ 121. However, we cannot take x .4 as phase 
function in the short range case and the transport equations we get are 
somewhat different from theirs. In Section 3 we establish some results for 
the free Hamiltonian Hi, which serve as models for general cases. In 
Section 4, we prove Theorem 1 for 0 d s d 1. Notice that (i) was proved in 
[23] by commutator techniques (see also [24]). In Section 5 we prove 
Theorem 1 for s > 0. The group property of the solution u( t, h) enables us 
to show Theorem 1 by a “partition of unity” of the form: x(H”) = 
b+(x, hD; h) + b-(x, hD; h) + R(h), where b,(h) is polynomial in h and 
satisfies (1.5) and (1.6), R(h) is continuous from L2,- N to L2,N with N > 0 
large enough. In Section 6 we establish semiclassical microlocal resolvent 
estimates for H”, that is to say, prove (ii), (iii) of Theorem 2 for m = 1. For 
fixed h, these results were proved in [ 111 by stationary method. In 
Section 7 we prove Theorem 2 and in Section 8 we prove Theorem 3. In the 
Appendix, we collect some results on the symbolic calculus of a class of 
Fourier integral operators, which we need in this paper. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF OUTGOING AND INCOMING PARAMETRICES 

Assume that the potential I/ satisfies ( 1.1) for some 0 < .sO < 1. Let U( t, h) 
and U,(t, h) be the unitary groups defined by 

qt, h) = ,-irh-‘tHh and U,(t, h) = /-‘rfffj. 

In this section we want to construct a h-parametrix for the problem (1.2) in 
the outgoing (resp. incoming) region uniformly with respect to t > 0 (resp. 
t c 0). This construction is equivalent to give a global approximation for 
U(t, h) in the corresponding region. In fact, we will approximate U(t, h) by 
U,(t, h) composed with some Fourier integral operators. 

For QE ]0,2[ and E>O, set 

Q.(cr,E)=((x,t)~R~“; +f.<>--l+a and lll>E}, (2.1) 

where i=x/lxl and [= </I<[. We call Q+(o, E) (resp. Q_(o, E)) an out- 
going (resp. incoming) region in phase space R2” since for D > 1, free 
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particles situated in Q+ (resp. Sz-) always move away from (resp. toward) 
the origin. We note also for R > 0 : 

Q&to, 4 RI= {(x, t)~Q,(a, El; IxI2R) (2.2) 

and 

Q(E) = {(x, 5) E R*“; l<l> E). 

The following result due to Isozaki-Kitada [ 1 l] is important in this 
work. 

THEOREM 2.1. Under the assumption (1.1 ), for every E > 0 and E > 0, 
there exist two real functions #+ E Cm(RZn) so that for R, = R,(E, E) > 1 
large enough, d+ solves the eikonal equation 

IV.Xd.(X~ 5)12+ V(x)= IO’ in Q+t(&, E, R,) (2.3) 

and for any multiindices ~1, /? E N”, 

la;af(d*(X, 5)-x.4)1 ~c,,<x)'-~--z'<wl 

I( 
d2B*(X, 511-z <l/2 
axj xk 

2n. Here we have put (x) = (1 + Ixl’)“* and (5) = 

In what follows, we will only construct an outgoing h-parametrix in the 
region Q+(E, E, R). The incoming case can be treated similarly. 

Let x E P(R”) so that x(x) = 0, if 1x1 < l/2 and x(x) = 1, if 1x1 > 1. For 
R > .R, define the function 4 by 

4(x, 5)=(4+(x, 5)-~~5)rWR)+x.5. 

Then 4 solves the eikonal Eq. (2.3) in Q+(s, E, R) and 

la;af(~(x,t)-~.<)j GC~~R~~X)I-Q+~ on R”x R” (2.4) 

for every E,, s2 > 0 so that E, + s2 = E,,. Here we have introduced an 
additional parameter R for later uses. 

For aE C”(R” x R”) we have the equality 

e- ihm’b( -h* A + ff- l(12)(eihm’@a) 

=(lV,&‘+ ~-~~~*)a-ih(2V,~~V,a+(A,~)a)-h2A,a. (2.5) 
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Take u to be of the form : a(h) = C,“=, hjuj with uj to be determined. The 
right hand side of (2.5) can be written as 

(I’W2+ I’-- K12) 4h)-WVdVa,+ (Ad)4 

- $ hi+‘(2iVqWuj+i(A~)uj+Auj-,) (2.6) 
j=l 

-hN+2 AaN, 

where the derivations are with respect to x. Equating the function before 
hk, 1 <k < N+ 1, to zero, we get the transport equations for ak: 

2Vd . Vu, + (A4) a,, = 0 

2V#.Vuj+(AqS)uj=iAaj-,, 
j= 1, 2, . ..) N. (2.7) 

Remark that the transport equations used by Isozaki and Kitada are of the 
form 

a,=1 on R”xR” 

2V4.Vaj= -(A~$)a~-,+iAa~-,, j = 1) 2, . ..) N. 

This is possible for fixed h, but impossible for constructing a h-parametrix. 
In order to solve the transport equations (2.7), we need some information 
on the characteristics of the vector field V& Let p(t) =e”@(x) be the 
solution of the Cauchy problem 

z (t; x, a =vwt, x, 090, do;-% 0=x, (23) 

where 5 is regarded as a parameter. By (2.4), we can choose R so large that 

VAX, 5) - 51 d&E/4, (x, 5) E R” x R”. (2.9) 

LEMMA 2.2. Under the condition (2.9), for 151 > E, the solution of (2.8) 
exists globally on R” and there exists C > 0 so that 

Wtl - I4 G IAt; x, 81 G C(l4 + I4 151) 

for (x, 5) E Q(E). Zn addition for fixed 5, the mapping x -+ p(t, x, <) is a 
difSeomorphism on R” for I tl sufficiently small and we have the estimates, 

MC xv 5)12 C(lxl + tltl), (2.10) 

for t>O, (x, <)ESZ+(E, E) and 

la;q(p(t;x, 5)-x-rt)l ~Ca~(X)-‘~‘-w, 

for t>O, (x, C)E~+(E, E) and u, HEN” with Ial + I/?1 > 1. 

(2.11) 
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Proof: It is sufficient to write 

p(t) =x + tt + j-’ @(P(T), 4) dr, 
0 

(2.12) 

where It/(x, 5) = V,&x, 5) - 5. The Lemma follows from (2.4), (2.9) and the 
fact that for (x, <) ~a+(&, E) we have 

Since & decreases as 0( 1x1~ ’ -“O) at infinity, by Lemma 2.2, &Q(t)) E 
L’(R) for every (x, 5) E Q(E) and the function 

is well defined and C” on 0(E). Put 

a,@, 5) = gf@;x$ (2.13) 

Then a0 solves the first transport equation 

2V#. Va, + (A$d) a, = 0 on Q(E) 

and by (2.10) and (2.11), 

Ia; a&2,(x, 0 - l)[ < C,,(x) ~‘~‘+Eo (2.14) 

for (x, C;) E Q + (E, E) and CI, /3 E N”. By (2.4), we can easily prove the 
following. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let 1 <k <N. The functions ak defined by induction 

ak = a, k = 1, 2, . . . . N 

with a, given by (2.13) are C” on Q(E) and satisfy the transport equations 

2V4.Vak+(A4)a,=iAa,-,, k = 1, 2, . . . . N (2.7), 

on Q(E). We have the estimates 

la;ap&(X, ()I <cLB(Xyk-‘+y for (4 OEQ+(E, El 

for all a, p E N”. 
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Let x be the function used in the definition of 4. Let pr and pz be C” 
functions on R so that 

Pitt) = 0, if t < - 1 + 3~12 and Pi(t) = 1, if t>-1+2c 

P*(t) =o, if t <3EJ2 and p*(t) = 1, if t 2 2E. 

Put 

Then a,(h) is C” function on R*“. On the support of a,(h), 4 solves the 
eikonal Eq. (2.3) 

(IV4l’+ I/-- 1512hw=0 on R*“. 

Let p,(h) be the function defined by 

p,(h) = he‘1ecih-‘4(Hh - l~12)(eih-‘daN(h)). 

We denote Z(a, h) the Fourier integral operator with amplitude a and phase 
~(X~ 0: 

Z(u, h)f(x) = (2&r)” Jj eih-‘(~(-~.r)-e.y)u(x, of(y) dy d& (2.16) 

For b an amplitude satisfying the estimates, for some m 1, m, E R, 

IJ; JE b(x, 5)1 < C,,(X)~~~‘~‘(~)~~~‘~’ 

we define U,(t, h) by 

u,(t, A) = Ita,( A) Uo(t, A) I(b, h)*. (2.17) 

THEOREM 2.4. Let A,(h) undp,(h) be defined by (2.15) and (2.16). We 
have: 

(i) The amplitude u,(h) is C” on R2” and satisfies 

1% q UN(X, 5; h)l < c,,(x>-‘z’ tx, ~;)ER’” 

lJp:J$z,(x, &II)- 1)I <Cap(X)-‘x’-&o tx, C)EQ+(2E, 2E; 2R) 

uniformZy in helO, l] undu,(x,<;h)=O ifIxl<R or a.[< -l+~. 
(ii) For p,(h) we have the estimates 

la: q PNk 5; h)l G C,,(x>-‘-‘“I on R”’ 

l8:@p,(x,&h)l ~C~~h~+~(x)~~--~ on Q + (2~,2E, 2R) 
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and 

PA-, 5; h) = 0 if Ixl<R or I([<< or zi.[d-Ifc. 

(iii) The following formula is valid as continuous operators on Y(R”): 

U(t, h) Z(a,dh), h) Z(b, h)* = U,(t, h) + i J’ U(t -ss; h) R,(s, h) ds, tER, 
0 

(2.18) 

where R,(x, h) = Z(p,(h), h) U&s, h) Z(b, h)*. 

Proof: (i) is clear by Proposition 2.3. To show (ii), we write down the 
expression for p,(h), 

P,(h)= -2i(Vb.VY)ao- f hj(2i(Vq5.VY)aj+ (dY)a,_, +2VY.Vaj_,) 
/=I 

-hN+‘d(YaN), (2.19) 

where Y(x, 5) = x(x/R) p I (a . [) pz( 1 CJI ), which satisfies the estimates 

Ia= a{ Y(x, <)I <c,,(X)-‘r’(~)-‘D’. x 

Since Y is supported in Sz, (E, E, R), (ii) follows from Proposition 2.3 
To prove (iii), recall first that U(t, h) is a diffeomorphism on y(R) (see 

[6,22]). Hence (2.18) is meaningful on Y(R”). By the definition of 
U,(t, h), we have 

ih$U,(t, h)=HhUN(t)+hRN(t, h) 

U,(O, h) = Ita,( h) Z(b, h)* 

with RN(t, h) = Z(p,(h), h) U,(t, h) Z(b, h)*. By the Duhamel formula, we 
can express U,(t, h) by means of U(t, h): 

This proves (iii). 1 

Notice that (2.18) is valid for t E R, but it is only useful for t > 0. 
Theorem 2.4 shows that U,(t, h) is a good approximation of U(t, h) in the 
outgoing region Q+(~E, 2E, 2R). It is clear that the utility of this 
parametrix depends on to what extent we can choose the initial data 
Z(a,(h), h) Z(b, h)*. At this point it is important to notice that A,(h) is 
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elliptic; that is to say, the principal symbol a, is elliptic, on $2 + (28, 2E, 2R). 
This enables us to prove that Z(a,(h), h) Z(b, h)* can be taken as any 
pseudo-differential operator with symbol supported in an outgoing region. 

Remark 2.5. Making use of the phase function q5 _, we can prove that 
for every N N > 0, there exist aN, _ (h) and pN,- (h) satisfying: 

(i) Ia; q U&(X, 5; h)( d c,, < x > --(n’ on R2” 

and a,_(~, <;h)=O if 1x1 6 R, or [<I GE, or a.42 1 -s. 

(ii) la:qPN,-(X, r;h)l <c,,(x)-‘+ on R*” 

Ia; a; p/p-(x, <; h)l < C&zN+l(X)-N-‘“’ 

on Q-(2&, 2E, 2R) 

uniformly in h E 10, 11. In addition, we have the relation 

(iii) U(t, h) Z(a,-@h h) Z(b, h)* 

= G/v-@I, h) Udt, A) Z(b, h)* 

+ i s ’ U(t-s, h) Z(p,-(h), h) U,(t, h) Z(b, h)* ds. 
0 

3. SOME RESULTS FOR THE FREE HAMILTONIAN 

In this section, we consider the model of our problems: the free 
Hamiltonian H& Introduce first a particular class of symbols on R2” (see 
[3] for more general cases). 

DEFINITION 3.1. For m E R, let S” denote the class of symbols 
UE P(R*“) such that 

Ia: q 4% 01 G C,fl(X)m-‘a’ for (x, <) E R2”. 

We denote by S, the class of symbols b, E S = So such that there exist 
rr, r,>O and CJ+ ~1-1, l[, 

b.(x, O=O, if 1x1 Gr, or ItI Gr2 

b,(x, t-)=0, if +a.[< +-ok. 

Let 4 be a real smooth function on R*” satisfying for some so > 0 

la:apj(x, 5)-x.5)1 <c,,(X)l-Eo-‘a’(C)-l 
and 

I@, a,, 4(x, 0) - 4 < l/2 on R*“. 

505/71/2-11 
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We denote by Z(a, h) the Fourier integral operator with phase q5 and 
amplitude a (see (2.16)). 

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let b, E S, , Then for every s B 0 and p >, 0 we have 

Il<xYl(br, h) uo(t, h)(x)-“-“II G c(1 + ItI)-“, for +t>o (3.1) 

and 

II(x)-“-“Udt, h) I(b,, h)*(x>“ll <CC1 + Itl)-P, for +t>O; (3.2) 

(3.1) and (3.2) are uniform in h E 10, 11. 

Proof. It is sufficient to show (3.1). (3.2) follows by taking adjoint in 
(3.1). By the L2-continuity of Fourier integral operators, (3.1) is evidently 
true for s = p = 0. We only prove (3.1) for s and p integers. The general 
case follows by interpolations. For f E Y(R’) we can write 

Z(b _ , h) U,( t, h) f(x) = (2nh) -’ jj eih- 'O(x.5)-tt~12~i;..~)b_(X, l)f(y)& & 

(3.3) 

Put S(x, y,{)=b(x, t)-x.t-~.t. Notice that 

Ix-2trl 2 C(lxl+ tltl)2 c’(lxl + t), C’ > 0 

for (x, <) E supp b- and t > 0. Making use of the operator L, = 
h Ix - 2t<l -‘(x - 2t5). D, which satisfies 

Lteih-‘(x. E, - rlSIZ) = eih-‘(x. 5- tl<12) 

on the support of b _ , integrating (4.3) by part for p + s times, we get 

Z(b-, h) Uo(t, h)f(x)=(2xh)~“j~e”-“““-“512’(L~)P+” 

x (e ih-‘s(X,Y,c)b_(x, [))f(y) dy dt. 

By an easily calculus, we get 

where b,(x, e; t) satisfies 

~~;~~b,(x, r; t)l ~CyB((~)+t)-P--S(~)(l--E~)(p+J-‘~l)--~J for t>O. 

(3.4) 
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Consequently, Z(k) h) U,(t, h) may be written as 

Z(b-,h) U,(t,h)= c hP+S-‘x’z(b,(t),h) U,(t,h)x”. (3.5) 
I-3 <p+s 

Notice that the support of b,(t) is contained in supp bp for all t > 0. If 
(~1 = p + S, applying Proposition A.2, we get 

Il(x)“Z(b,(th A) u,(t, A) x”fll G (31 + t)-Pll(xY’+sfll 

uniformly in t >O and hi 10, 11. If Ial <p +s- 1, we can apply L, for 
p + s - Jai times and obtain an expression similar to (3.5) 

Z(b,(t), h) U,(t, h)= 1 hP+s-“‘-‘IP’Z(b~~(t), h) U,(t, h) xp, 
IBl~P+~-I~l 

where 

la;a;b,,(t)l ~~,e((x)+~)-~~~+~~+l~l(X)~~--o~~~~~+~-l~l~-l/8l~-llyl 

<c’((x)+ t)~~P+~~(X)~I--2EO~~P+S-llal-lIBI~-lul 

From (3.5) we conclude that Z(b ~, h) U,(t, h) may be written as 

Z(bk, h) U,(t, A)= c hk’“‘Z(d,(t), h) U,(t, h) xa 
lal~p+s 

with d,(t) satisfying 

laj:ap,(t)l <q(x)+ t)--s-p(x)(‘--Z&O)(P+s--(~‘)--ly’ 

on R2” uniformly in t > 0. Repeating this argument for a suffkient number 
of times, we deduce that 

Z(b ~, h) U,( t, h) = c hicr)Z(u,( t), h) U,( t, h) x”, (3.6) 
‘alip+s 

where j(a) > 0 and u,(t) satisfies 

lapp,(t)l <q,,((x)+ t)+P(x)-‘Y’, for t>O. 

By Proposition A.2 and (3.6), we get 

ll<x)“Z(b-, A) Udt, h)(x)-“-“II G Cc II(xYZ(dt), h)ll 
?1 

d C(1 + t)-P 

uniformly in t > 0 and h E 10, 11. This proves Proposition 3.2. 1 
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Put R,(z, h) = (Hi - z) ’ for z 4 R +. From Proposition 3.2, we get easily 
the following resolvent estimates. 

COROLLARY 3.3. Let b If- E S, . Then for every s 2 0 and p > 1 we have 

ll(x)“Z(br,h)R,(il_+iO;h)(x)-“pplI <Ch-’ (3.7) 

and 

I( (x)-“-PR,,(I f i0, h) Z(b,, h)*(x)“11 < Chk’ (3.8) 

uniformly in 1 E R + and h E 10, 11. 

Notice that (3.7) and (3.8) are not the best possible. In fact we have the 
following. 

THEOREM 3.4. Let 6, E S, and s > l/2. We have 

II(x)‘-‘bT(x, hD)R,,(A+iO, h)(x)-“11 <Ch-’ (3.9), 

II(x)-“R,(AfiO, h)b+(x, hD)(x)“+‘(l <Ch-‘, h E 10, 11. (3.10), 

These estimates are locally uniform in A > 0. 

ProoJ: We proof only (3.9)+, because (3.9)) can be proven by the 
same method and (3.10) follows by taking the adjoint in (3.9). Observe 
first that if bp (x, r) = 0 on a small neighborhood of ( ItI = J?I}, 
b_ (x, hD) &(A + i0, h) is a pseudo-differential operator with symbol 
b _ (x, <)( 151’ - A))‘, which is uniformly bounded from L*,” to L**‘, Vs E R. 
Thus without loss of generality, we can assume that the support of b_ is 
contained in a sulficiently small neighborhood of { ItI = $}: 

b-(x, t)=O, if ~~~~*--~~ >a (3.11) 

Take two partitions of unity on S-i: { Yl,} and {qk}. By the condition 
on b- , relining these partitions of unity if necessary, we have 

b-(x, 5) vi,(i) (pi(t) = 0 

if supp Ir, n supp 4pj # 4. If supp vl, n supp qbj = 4, by a suitable rotation 
on S”-‘, we can assume that the support of !?k(a) is contained in (-12, < 0} 
and that of cpi([) contained in { [,, > O}. Put 

and 

4~ h) = &AZ, h) f, f~Y,Imz>O,Rez=A. 
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Notice that for E > 0 sufkiently small (see (3.1 l)), the support of p(x, . ) as 
a function of @ is strictly contained in the set 

S={~=(~‘,~,)ER”;~~‘IE]O,I”*[ and <,>O}. 

We can choose a real function x E C?(R”), so that x(r) = 1 on supp, p(x, . ) 
and supp 1 c S. Then on the support of x, 

Re(z - l<‘l’) 2 CA > 0 

Im(z-({‘I*)=ImzZO. 

This shows that 

Q(5, z) = (t, + (z - 15’1*)“*) x(5) 

is well defined and C” on R”. By a simple calculus, we get 

W,, - W D’, z)) xW) u(z> h) = QW, z)f, 

where 

(3.12) 

45’2 z)= {z- 15’1’)“*x1(5’) 

and ~,ECT(R”-‘) so that ~,((‘)a0 on R”-‘, x1((‘)= 1 on supp,, x(., tJ,) 
and supp x1 c { 15’1 c 10, A’/*[}. It is clear that we have 

Re A(hD',z)>O and Im A(hD',z)20 (3.13) 

in the sense of self-adjoint operator on .L*(R”). Notice that for Im z > 0, 
u(z, h) E 9’(R”). Introduce the decomposition: L*(R”) = L*(R;,- ‘)). Put 

u(x,) = (xW) 4~ hJN.9 x,,) 

g&t) = (QW z)f)(., x,1. 

Then u E Y(R, L*(R”-‘)) and ge .Y(R; L*(R”- ‘)). From (3.12) and (3.13), 
we get 

$ ll~(X,N~~(R”-~) = h-l{ -(ImWD’,z)u(x,), u(x,,))~z(~~-~) 
n 

It follows easily that 

+ 2 Re(4x,), g(x,))L2(Rn-I)) 

G z- llluk)II Lz(Rn-1) llgb,NI~z(w). 

Ilu(0)l(t2~Rn-l)~2h-’ s O II4X”)ll IIgb,)ll dx, -m 
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and for s > l/2, 

s O (1 -x”)*+ l)(Iv(x,)1[2dx, 
-cc 

+E 5 ’ (1 -x,)*(‘-‘)J(u(x,)(/*dx, 
-cc 

for every E > 0. For E > 0 sufficiently small, we get 

s yrn (1 -x,)2+1)IIu(x,)I12dx,<Ch-2 j” (l-x,)‘“llg(x,)l1*dx, 
- m 

d Ch - *II QW, 2) fll tz.s,Rn) (3.14) 

with the constant C> 0 independent of h E IO, l] and Im z E 10, 11. Let 
(PE Cco(Sn-‘) so that q(i)= 1 on supp Y,+ and supp cp c (2~ Sn-‘, 
i,, < O}. Let p E C”‘(R”) so that p(x) = 0 if 1x1 < l/2 and p(x) = 1 if 1x1 2 1. 
Put 

x*(x) = P(X) v(2). 

Then 11x2(., x,) u(x,,)II~z~~~~~, d CIIZ~(X,)II~~~~~-I, and on the support of x2, 
there exists C > 0 so that 

c~‘(x)~(l-xx,)<c(x) 

From (3.14) it follows that 

Ilxzb) xW) 4~ h)llt2.r-itRnJ < Ch-211fll~~.~. (3.15) 

Since x2(x) ~(5) = 1 on the support of p, by the results on symbolic calculus 
for pseudo-differential operators, we have 

Ax, AD) x2(x) xl(hD) = Ax, AD) + h”‘R,(x, hD, h) for every iV2 1, 

(3.16) 

where R,(x, 5; h) satisfies the estimates 

lc?;cF$R,(x,&h)l ~C,,(X)~~-~“‘(~)-~~‘~‘, (x, <)ER*’ 
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uniformly in h E 10, 11. Since p(x, hD) is continuous from L*,“- ’ to L*-- *, 
we deduce from (3.15) and (3.16) that 

IlAx, hD) 42, h)ll Lx-1 d Ch-‘Ilfll Lz.A+ hNI(U(Z, h)ll L2.N 

G Ch - ’ llfll L2.7, h E 10, 11. 

Pasting together the non-zero terms appeared in the partition of unity at 
the beginning we get 

for Re z = 1. and Im z E 10, 11. This proves (3.9)+. 1 

If we make a bilateral localisation, we can get better results. 

PROPOSITION 3.5. Let 6, ES, such that there exists cr+ E ] - 1, l[ with 
c <a+ and 

b+(x, 5)=0 if a.g<a, 

b-(x, 5)=0 if ~?.[>a-. 

Then for every s 3 0 and N > 0 we have 

II(x)“~(b+, h) U,(t, h) I(b,, h)*(x)“11 < CN(l + ItI)-“, *t>o 

(3.17,) 

uniformly in h E 10, 11. 

Proof: For f EY’(R”), we can write Z(b-, h) U,,(t, h) i(b+, h)* f as 

I(b-, h) u,(t, h) Z(b+, h)* f(x) 

= (2nh)-” 1 s eih- ‘(0(x,5)-~(Y.S)-“5’2)b_(x, 4) b+(y, ?j)f(y) dyd& 

(3.18) 

Put 

SC6 Y, 5)=4(x, t)-x.5-d(Y, 5)+y*5 

a(x, y, r; h)=eih-‘S’“,Y’S)b_(x, 5) b+(y, 5). 

Notice that if o+ >O, we hae for t>O and (y, 5)Esuppb+ 

(Y+W~5~~+lYl 151-2M22~+IY+2~tl IQ. 
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If a+ ~0, a- <a, ~0. Then for t>O and (x, ~)~supph~~, one has 

(x-2t<).5<ahl 151 -2t1512<a-Ix+2t~J 151. 

But if.?.[%acr andi.[>a+ with a_<a,, one has always 

lx-Yl~c(lxl+lYl) 

for some C = C(a + , a ~ ) > 0 independent of 4 E S” - ‘. Consequently on the 
support of a(h) 

I~-~~+~~~~l~~~~~~l~-~~~I+l~l,I~l+l~+~~50 

3 C’(l-4 + IYI + tltl), t > 0. (3.19) 

Define the operator L, by 

Lg=hJx-y-2t~~~2(x-y-2t~)~D~. 

Then Lte’h-‘(“.~~‘IC12~~-~)=e;h-‘(.~.~~~1~12~Y.~). From (3.18) we get for 

every N B 0, 

Z(b- 9 h) Uo(t, A) Z(b + 9 h)*f(x) 

“5”~-~.r)(L:)Na(h)f(y)dyd~. (3.20) 

Applying (3.19) we get an expression for (L,?)Na(h), 

(Ls*)“a(/z) = Fs f m,(t), 
j=O 

with Cj( t) satisfying 

18: 8-F E Cj(X, Y, 5; t)l < C$y((X) + (y) + t)-N(X)N(l-Eo)-‘la’ 

x <Y> Ml--Eo)-IPI 

<C&(1 +t)~pN(x)--pN--(l’(y)~pN-‘IB’, t 2 0, 
(3.21) 

where we have set p = .s0/3. For given s, M, take N large enough. We 
deduce from (3.20), (3.21), and Proposition A.2 that 

II(X)S~(~-,~)~o(t,~)~(~+,~)*(x)SII~C,,(l+t)-M for t>O 

uniformly in h E 10, 11. This proves (3.17) + ; (3.17) _ follows by taking the 
adjoint of (3.17)+. 1 

Proposition 3.5 gives immediately the following estimate on the resolvent 
Rob, h). 
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COROLLARY 3.6. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.5, for every 
s>O, one has 

II(~)~~(~~,h)~~(~+iO;h)Z(b+,h)*(x)~Il~C~h-~, hE IO, 11 

uniformly in 1 E R + . 

4. MICRO-LOCAL ENERGY DECAY FOR SHORT RANGE POTENTIALS 

In this section the assumptions on the potential V are the following: 

V is short range (i.e., verifying (1.1) for some E,, > 1) and 
satisfies the condition ( 1.4). (4.1) 

Surely V can be regarded as a long range potential and the construction 
of outgoing and incoming parameters given in Section 2 remains valid with 
s0 = 1. In this section we will prove micro-local energy decay for scattering 
solutions. These results are crucial for the proof of Theorem 1. Recall first 
the following local energy decay proved in [23] (see also [24]). For the 
reader’s sake, we will give a sketch of the proof. 

THEOREM 4.1. Under the assumptions (4.1), let x E C;(J). Then for 
SE [0, l] we have 

II <x> -“xW’Y Vt, h)(x) -71 G C(l + ltl I-” for te:R (4.2) 

uniformZy in h E 10, 11. 

Proof. Let A(h) = h(x .V, + V, . x)/2i. We can verify the following com- 
mutator relation on P’(R”): 

A(h)U(t,h)=U(t,h)A(h)+2tHh(i(t,h)+J”U(s-t,h)P.U(-s,h)ds 
0 

(4.3) 

with P = x . VV- 2V satisfying still (1.1). Recall that under the 
assumptions (1.1) (for .so>O) and (1.4), it is proved in [20] that 

11 (x)-“R(A + i0; h)(x)-“11 < Ch-’ (4.4) 

uniformly with respect to h E 10, 1 ] and A E I c J. Suppose now that V is of 
short range. From (4.1), (4.4) and the results on H” smoothness [ 181, we 
deduce from (4.3) that 

II(A(h)+ i)-‘x(H”) U(t, h)(A(h) + i)-‘11 < C(l + ItI)-‘. (4.5) 
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Take f E C,“(R+) so that fx = x. Since (x) p’f(Hh)(,4(h) + i) extends to 
a bounded operator on L’(R”), we deduce from (4.5) that 

II(x>-‘X(m UC h)(x)-‘II <Cc(l+ l4-‘, fER (4.6) 

uniformly in h E 10, 11. This proves (4.2) for s = 1. The general case follows 
by interpolation. 1 

For fixed h, by the same method as the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can 
show that under the condition (1.1) with E,, > 1, for x E C”(R+) with 
inf supp x > 0, for every s E [0, 11, we have 

ll(XYX(W U(t) (x> -7 Gc(l+ Id-” for IER. (4.7) 

Here U(t) is the unitary group associated with H= -A + V. 
One of the main results in this section is the following time-decay of 

scattering solutions in one-sided micro-local form. 

THEOREM 4.2. Under the assumptions (4.1), let x E CF( J) and b ir E S, . 
Then we have, for every s 2 0 and r E [0, 11, 

II<xYb+(x, hD) u(t, h) xW’Xx>~“-‘II ,< C(1 + Id-‘, for ff>O 
(4.8) + 

and 

II(x)-“-‘x(@) U(t, h) b&(x, hD)(x)“ll <C(l+ ItI)-‘, for +t >O, 

(4.9), 

where (4.8) and (4.9) are uniform with respect to h E 10, 11. 

Recall that for every E > 0, E> 0, we have constructed an outgoing 
h-parametrix in the region a+(&, E, R), such that 

U(t, h) Z(a,(h), h) Z(b, h)* = U,(t, h) + i 1’ U(t -s, h) Z?,(s, h) ds, tER, 
0 

(4.10) 

where 

U,dt, h) = Z(a,dh), h) f-Jolt, h) I(& h)* 

Rdr, h) = Z(pdh), h) Uo(r, h) Z(b, h)* 

with the amplitudes a,(h) and p,(h) satisfying (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.4, 
b E S” being arbitrary. 
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Take b E S + . Then there exists u E ] - 1, 1 [ such that 

b(x, 0 =O, if x.f< G. 

For E, E > 0 suficiently small, the support of b is contained in D + (2.5,2-E). 
Choose a function p E C,“(R) such that 

p(r) = 1 if r> -1+2c; 

=o if r<-l++. 

Set P~,~(x, 5; A) = Ai.b pN(x, 5; A) and P~.~(x, tJ; A) = pNb, 4; A) - 
pN,‘(x, 5; h). According to Theorem 2.4, 

IdpQN,‘(X, (;h)l <CaPhN+‘(X)-N-‘+’ (4.11) 

and pN,*(h) E S is of disjoint support with b. For s > 0 so that 2s + 3 < N, 
we get from Proposition 3.2 that 

I~(x)“‘~&J~,I(~), h) U,(r, h) Z(b, h)*(x>“ll d ChN+‘(l +r)-*, r>,O 

for Z(P~,‘(~), h) is uniformly continuous from L*,-‘-* to L2ss+’ by (4.11) 
and Proposition A.2. Applying Proposition 3.5, we get 

Il(x>s+ ‘z(PN,2(h), h) U,(r, h) z(b, h)*(x)“ll d C(1 + r)V*, r>O 

uniformly in h E 10, 11. From Theorem 4.1, it follows that 

<C s d Il(x)-‘~(Hh)U(t-r,h)(x)-1\~(1+r)-2dr 

SC ‘(l+t+r))‘(l+r)-*dr<C”(l+t)-’ 
s for t>O 

0 

uniformly in h E 10, 11. By Proposition A.2, x(Z?‘) Z(a,(h), h) is uniformly 
continuous from L2,- ’ e-S to L*‘-’ -‘. Consequently, 

II(x)-~-‘x(H~) Z(a,(h), h) U,(t, h) Z(b, h)*(x)“< C(l + t)-’ for t~0. 

By (4.10) we have proved the following: 

LEMMA 4.3. For b E S, , take E and E > 0 sufficiently small. Then for 
every s 2 0 and N 2 2s + 3, we have 

Il(X>-“-‘X(Hh) u(f, h) z(a,(h), h) Z(b, h)*(X)“ll < c(1 + t)-‘, tao 

unzf”ormZy in h E 10, 11. 
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Notice that the phase function 6 depends on the parameter R > 0 and 
satisfies 

ld;i$(#(x, ()-x.5)1 ~C,8R-E’(~~)1~1:2-‘1’(~)--’ (4.12) 

(see (2.4)) with .sl, s2 >O and s1 +cZ =sO (here .q,= 1). Relation (4.12) is 
uniform in R ti 1. For R large enough, the mappings x + V,q$(x, 4) and 
5 -+ V,qS(x, 5) are global diffeomorphism on R”, and R;, respectively. Let 

x --+ q(x, 5) be the inverse diffeomorphism for the mapping [ -+ V.,qS(x, 5). 
By the definition of Sk, for b E S, , there exist positive numbers G, rr, rz 

such that the support of b is contained in D + (0, rr, rz). 

LEMMA 4.4. Let b E S, Suppose that supp b is contained in 
Q+(a, r1, rd. put 

b,(x, 5)=4x, VAX> 0) 

b,(x, 4) = W,4b, 5),5) 

b,(x, 5) = b(xv v(x, 0). 

For R > 1 large enough, the hi’s belong to S, . More precisely for any E > 0, 
there is R = R(E, IS, r,, r2) > 0, such that the support of b,, j= 1, 2, 3, is 
contained in Q+(a-E; rI -E, rz--.z). 

Proof: Notice that on the support of b,, we have 

X~W(X, 512 (- 1 +~)I4 IV.AX? 01 

1x1 2 r2 and IW(x, 01 2 rl. 
(4.13) 

By (4.12) we get from (4.13) that on the support of b,, 151 3 
IV.&, 01 -CR- @>r, -CR-“O and 

x .( 2 x .v,qh(x, [) - CR-“‘[xl 

2 (- 1 + 6- 4CR-““(r, - CR-““)-l)lxl /<I. 

This proves the desired result for 6, by taking R large enough. The other 
cases can be proved by the same method. 1 

Lemma 4.4 enables us to prove the following result which is important in 
the application of outgoing and incoming parametrices. 

LEMMA 4.5. Let b + E S, . Assume that for some (r + E ] - 1, 1 [, 

b+b, t-)=0, if .&[<a+. 
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Then for any E > 0, there exists R = R(E, b + ) such that for every N > 1, one 
has 

b+(x, hD) = Ita,( h) Z(W), h)* + rN(x, hD; h), 

where a,(h) is the amplitude constructed in Theorem 2.4, b(h) is of the form 
b,(h)=x,?=, hjb, with bjES, and b,(x, t)=O ifZ.g<~+ -E, and r,,,(h) is 
a symbol satisfying 

1% a{ rN(x, 5; h)l G Cap,N(~)-N--Ixl on R2” 

uniformZy in h E 10, 11. 

Proof. Suppose that the support of b + is contained in Q + (cr + , rl, rz). 
Let R=R(&;o,, rl, r2) be given in Lemma 4.4. Let p E C”(R”) such that 

P(X) = 0, if 1x1 < 3R/2; 1, if Jx(>2R. 

Put b +,l(~, t;) = p(x) b + (x, 5). Then it is enough to prove the Lemma for 
b +,r instead of 6,. Let a,,,(h) satisfy (i) of Theorem 2.4 in the region 
Q + (E', E; R) with E’, E > 0 sufficiently small. Put b(h) = c,“= ,, hjbj with bj to 
be determined. By Lemma A.l, I(a,(h), h) Z(b(h), h)* is a pseudo-differen- 
tial operator with symbol C(h), 

C(h)= f hiCj+hN+‘r,(h), 
j=o 

with the remainder TN(h) belonging to SN and Cj given by 

cj(X, 8 = c $8; D;(ak(xy Y> 5) b/(x, Y,  5) J(X, Y,  t&x, 
k+/+lal=j ’ 

j = 0, l,..., N. (4.14) 

Here we hae put a,(h) = c,“=, hkak and 

ak(& y, t) = ak(x, ?(& Y,  t)h k = 0, 1, . . . . N 

bj(X, Y, <)=bj(x, ?(X, Y, Oh j=O, 1, . . . . N. 

For the definition of q(x, y, 0 and J(x, y, <), see Lemma A.l. Therefore we 
have to show that we can find bj satisfying the properties of the Lemma 
such that 

Cob, 5) = b+,l(x, 5) 

Cj(X, t)=O, j = 1, 2, . . . . N 

505/71/Z-12 
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on R’“. Consider first the equation C, = h +,, Notice that 

Cd4 5) = %(-? ?(X, 0) M.u, vl(x, 5)) 4% 4). 

~(x, 0 is the inverse diffeomorphism of t -+V,&x, 5) and J(x, [) = 
Idet(J,85&x, ())I -‘. Hence the equation C, = h,,, is equivalent to 

a,(~, 5) bdx, 5) = b+,,(x, Vdx, 0) IWd,~cd(-~, ON, on R2”. 
(4.15) 

By the construction of a,(h), a, is of the form 

a,(x, 5) = e’(.‘. “Y(x, 5) 

with Y(x, 5) = 1 for (x, 4) EQ+(E’, E; R). By the choice of R, the support 
ofb+(.,V,$(., .I) is contained in D + (a - E, r, - E; 3R/2). Consequently for 
O<s’<a-e and O<E<r,-E, Y= 1 on the support of b+,,(.,V,&.,.)) 
and the function 6, defined by 

M-7 t)=e- F~x3S)b+,,(x, VAX, 5)) Idet(h~t4(x, 4;)l 

satisfies (4.15). Using Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 4.4, one sees that h, E S, 
and 

For j 2 1, the equation C, = 0 can be written as 

aO(xs 5) bj(x, t)=fjtx9 05 (4.16) 

where fj is determined by a,, a,, . . . . a, and b,, b,, . . . . b,- , according to 
(4.14). By an induction, we can show that fin S, and supp fit supp b,. 
Therefore, 

bj(x, 5) = (e-Fc”*5~.(x, 5)) 

solves Eq. (4.16). This proves the Lemma by induction. 1 

Now we can give the proof of Theorem 4.2. 

Proof of Theorem 4.2. We prove (4.9)+ for r = 1. For fixed s 2 0, take 
N 2 2s + 3. Applying Lemma 4.5, we have 

II (x> -“-‘x(Hh) UC h) b+(x, hD)(x)“lI 

d II (x> p”-‘~(ffh) u(t, h) Z(a,(h)) I(b(h), h)*<x>“ll 

+ II(x>-~-~x(H~) U(t, h) rdx, hD; h)(x>“ll. 
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By (4.14), rN(x, hD; h) is uniformly continuous from L*--” to L*-‘. 
Applying Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.3, we get 

ll(X)-S-lX(Hh) U(t,h)b+(x,hD)(x)“l( GC(1 +t)-’ for t>O 

uniformly in h E 10, 11. This proves (4.9)+. Notice that the results similar 
to Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 are also true for b E S_ . By constructing an incom- 
ing parametrix (see Remark (2.5)), we can prove (4.9) _ . By the symbolic 
calculus of h-pseudo-differential operators, if b, E S, , then b, (x, hD)* is 
also a h-pseudo-differential operator with the symbol admitting an expan- 
sion 

2 hjd,.j+hN+‘r+,N(h) 
J=o 

with d,,jESk and {r ,,,(/I), 0 < h 6 1 > being bounded in S”‘. Thus from 
(4.9), it follows that 

~I(x>-“-~x(~“) U(t, h)b+(x, hD)*(x)“ll <C(l + ItI)-” for +taO 

(4.17), 

uniformly in he 10, 11. Taking the adjoint in (4.17), , we get (4.8), . 
Theorem 4.2 is proved. m 

Making use of Theorem 4.2, we can establish the time-decay for 
scattering solutions in two-sided microlocalised form. 

THEOREM 4.6. Let b k E S + , Suppose that there are 0 f E ] - 1, 1 [, 
o- co+, such that 

b+(x, O=O, if a.[<,+ 

b-(x, 5)=0, if a.[>~_ 

Then under the assumptions (4.1), for every s 3 0 and x E Cr( J), one has 

ll(x>“b,b, hD)x(@‘) Wt, h)b,(x, h~Kx)“ll <C(l+ ItI)-’ for kt>O 

(4.18), 

uniformly in h E 10, 11, 

Proof Weproveonly(4.18)+.Takeb(h)=~,N_OhibjES+ suchthatfor 
R > R(E, b + ) large enough 

b+(x, AD) = I(a,dh)) 4b(h), h)* + rN,l(x, hD; h) 
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with b, supported in { 1. % > 0 + -a} and (rN,l(h), 0 <h < 0} a bounded set 
in S-N. (See Lemma 4.5.) By (4.10) we can write 

b-(x, WXW’) U(t, h) b+(x, hD) 

= b-(x, AD) X(P) U(t, h) rN,,(x, AD; h) 

+ b-(x, hD) X(H’) ItaN( h) uo(t, h) I(W), A)* 

+ i s ’ b-(x, hD) x(H”) U(t - r, h) Z(P,(h), h) U,(r, h) Z(b(h), II*) dr. 
0 

(4.19) 

The first term on the right hand side of (4.19) can be estimated by making 
use of Theorem 4.2: 

Il(x>“b-b, hD) x(H’) u(f, h) rN,,(x, hD; h)(x>“ll 

~Cll(x)2b-(x,hD)~(Hh)U(t,h)(x)~“-’)IgC’(1+t)-’, for t>O 
(4.20) 

uniformly in h E 10, 11, if 0 4s <N/2 - 1. For the third term, applying 
Theorem 4.2, by the method used in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we can show 
that for O,<s< N/2- 1, 

Il(x)‘j~b-(x,hD)y(H”)U(,-r,h)z(P,(h).~)((r,~)Z(b(~),~)*dr(x)~ll 

<C $x>‘b-(x,hD)~(ff”) U(t-r&(x)-“-‘II (l+r)-‘N’2--J)dr 
s 

<C’(l +t)-’ for t>O (4.21) 

uniformly in h E 10, 11. To estimate the second term in (4.19), notice that 
b-(x, hD) x(Hh) is a h-pseudo-differential operator, 

b-(x, hD) x(Hh) = f hk dk(x, hD) + hN+ ‘R&z), 
k=O 

where R,,(h) is uniformly continuous from L2,” to L’T~+~ for every s E R 
and the support of dk is contained in that of b- for k = 0, 1, . . . . N. By 
Proposition A.3 and a result similar to Lemma 4.4 for b E S-, we deduce 
that for every E > 0, there exists R(E, b _ ) z=- 0 such that for R > R(E, b _ ) we 
have 

b-(x, AD) id@) 4a,(h), h) = z(eV), h) -t- &,.3(h), (4.22) 
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where e(h) is of the form e(h)=~YOtiei, ejES_ and 

ej(X, if) = 0, if &[>O- -E 

and RN,3(h) is uniformly continuous from L2,” to L2,‘+ N for every s E R. By 

the assumption r~ _ < 0 + , we can take 0 < E < (a + - d _ )/4. Then b(h) and 
e(h) are of disjoint support. Applying (3.17)+, we get for every sgt0 

II (x)“Z(e(h), h) Udt, h) Z(W), h)*(x>“ll < C(1 + t)-l, for t>O. 

From (4.22) and Proposition 3.2, we have for 0 <s < N/2 - 1, 

II(X)Sb-(X,hD)X(Hh)z(a,(h),h) u,(t,h)z(b(h),h)*(l < c(1 + t)-’ 
for t>O (4.23) 

uniformly in h E 10, 11. Now (4.18)+ result from (4.19), (4.20), (4.21) and 
(4.23). This proves Theorem 4.6. i 

5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

Theorems 4.2 and 4.6 are important in that they enable us to get the 
best local energy decay for scattering solutions by a simple inductive 
argument. In this section we retain the conditions (4.1) and we want to 
prove Theorem 1 for s 2 0. 

Since u(t, h) = U(t, h) f(h), it is clear that Theorem 1 is equivalent to the 
following. 

THEOREM 5.1. Under assumptions (4.1), let x E C?(J). Then 

(i) For every s 2 0, 

II(s)-~xW~) WC, h)(x)-“II < C(l+ ItI)-” for PER. (5.1) 

(ii) Let b+ ES*:. Then every s, r 2 0, one has 

Il(x>‘bT(x,hD) ~(t,h)X(H*)(x)-r-s[l~C(l+Itl)-s for +t>O 

(5.2) * 
and 

II(x)-‘-“U(t, h) x(Hh) b*(x, hD)(x)‘JI < C(l + ItI)-” for +t>O. 

(5.3), 

(iii) Let b * E S, . Suppose that there are a,~]-1, l[, u-<cJ+, 

such that 
b+(x, t)=O, if .?.[<o+ 

b-(x, t)=Q if I&a_. 
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Then for every ~20, M>,O, 

Il(.Q+‘bq+, hD) U(t,h)~(H~)b(x,hD)(x)~Il <C(l+ I(l)-“, 
for *taO (5.4), 

AN these estimates are uniform with respect to h E 10, I]. 

Notice that for 0 <s < 1, Theorem 5.1 is proved in Section 4. See 
Theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 4.6. We need the following result on functional 
calculus for h-pseudo-differential operators. 

LEMMA 5.2. Let f E C,“(]O, + co [). Then f(Hh) is a pseudo-differential 
operator. For every N 2 0, f (Hh) can be written as 

f(Hh) = f h”(x, hD) + hN+ ‘R,,,(h) 
j=O 

with R,,,(h) uniformly continuous from L2,” to L2xsi N for every SER and 
fk E SPk for k = 0, 1, . . . . N. In particular, 

fo(-% 5)=f(1512 + V(x)) 

and the support of fk, k = 1, 2, . . . . N, is contained in that off ‘( ItI* + V(x)). 

Lemma 5.2 is a special case of the general results on functional calculus 
of h-pseudo-differential operators (see [9]). We notice particularly that if 
b(z) is a symbol defined by 

b(x, <;z)=(1512+ V(x)-z)-’ for zEC,Imz#O, 

by a simple calculus one gets 

(Hh - z) b(x, hD; z) = I+ hr,(x, hD; z) + h2rz(x, hD; z) 

with rl(z) and r*(z) satisfying 

1~3: afrj(x, 5; z)l < C,,(x)-i-‘“‘~EO(~)~‘P’ 

?or fixed ZE C, Im z ~0. This enables us to gain the decrease in x in the 
asymptotic expansion in h. We refer to [9] for the details of the proof. 

By Lemma 5.2 we can construct a “partition of unity” for f(Hh). 

LEMMA 5.3. Let f E CF(]O, + co[). For every (T E ] - 1, l[, E >O and 
Y > 1, we can find b f (h) E S, depending polynomially on h such that 

5+(x, 5, h)=O, if f.[<a-&; b-(x,5,h)=O, if i&b+E 
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and that 

f(Hh)=b+(x,hD;h)+b~(x,hD;h)+RN(h), 

where R,(h) is uniformly continuous from L2,” to L2vsf N for every s E R. 

Proof. By Lemma 5.2, it suffices to show that for every k, 0 < k 6 N, we 
can find b, and R,(h) so that 

f/Jx,hD)=b+(x,hD)+b_(x,hD)+R,(h). (5.5) 

Let E = inf supp f > 0. Since I/ decreases as 0( 1x1 -‘O) at infinity, for R > 0 
large enough, 1x1 > R, we have I<\ 3 fi/2 if c l supp fk(x, .). Let 
x E CF(R”) so that 

x(x) = 1, if Ixl<l; x(x) = 0, if 1x1 22. 

Let p E C”(R) so that 

p(t)= 1, if ~~cJ+E; p(t)=& if t < 0 - E. 

Putf,(x, t)=b+(x, 5)+bp(x, 5)+(3x, t), where 

b+(x,5)=(1-idxlR))p(~.~)f~(x,5) 

b-(x,5)=(1-X(xlR))(l-~(f.~))f,(x,r) 

G(x, t)=x(xlR)f&, <I. 

Then b+ belongs to S, and has the desired properties, and G(x, hD) is 
continuous from L2,” to L2,‘+ N for every N 2 0 and s E R. This proves (5.5) 
with R,(h) = G(x, hD). The Lemma is proved. m 

Now we are able to give the proof for Theorem 5.1. We will use the 
micro-local energy decay established in Section 4 and a partition of unity 
as in Lemma 5.3. 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. It is sufficient to prove the following estimates 
for every kEN: 

II(.Wk~(Hh) U(t, h)(x)-“II <C(l + IWk, for PER. (5.6), 

Let b, ES+. Then for any s>,O, one has 

II (x>“b+(x, AD) Uf, h) x(ffh)(x>-“-kll < c(1 + Iwk for Tt>,O 

(5.7)k,, 

and 

II<x>-“-~xW”) WC h) b.(x, hD)<s)“ll < C(1 + ltl)Fk for It>O. 

(5.g),,, 
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Let 6, E S, satisfying the conditions of (iii) of Theorem 5.1. Then for any 
~20, one has 

Il(x>“bf(x, AD) x(H? U(t, h) b,(x, hD)(x)“ll d C(1 + Id-“, 
for +tkO. (5.9),,, 

We will prove (5.6)-(5.9) by an induction on k. For k = 0, 1, these results 
have been proved in Section 4. Suppose now k 2 2 and (5.6)-(5.9) are true 
for k - 1. We prove first (5.6),. 

Take xjc C,“(J), j= 1,2, such that xi= 1 on the support of xj-, (with 
x0=x). We write 

U(t, h) XW = XAfm U(tP, h) X2W) UtP, h) XW). (5.10) 

By Lemma 5.3, we have the decomposition for x2(Hh): 

x~(H~)=P+(x,~D;~)+P-(x,hD;h)+R,(h) (N>2k+ 1) (5.11) 

with P+(h)eS+, and R,(h) is uniformly continuous from L*,” to L2,“+N. 
By (5.6), and (5.6)k _, , we get 

II (x> -k~,(ff? U(t/& h) b(h) U(t/‘& h) x(Hh)<x) -kll 

~~I~(x)~‘x,(~~)U(~/~,~)(~)-‘II II(x)-~+‘U(~/~,~)X(~~)(~)-~+‘II 

GC’(l f Itl)-k for tER. 

If t 2 0, we write 

x,W’? U(t/2, h) J’+(x, ho; h) U(tP, h) xWh) 

= {;(,W”) U(t/Z h) J’+(x, AD; 4) UtP, h) xW’). 

If t 6 0, we write 

xWh) U(tP, h) P+(x, hD; h) u(t/Z h) xW’7 

=x@) U(tP, h)(J’+(x, hD; h) U(tP, h) x(ff’)). 

In both cases we can apply (5.6),, (5.7)k-,, and (5.8),_, to get 

II (x> pk~,Wh) U(G’, h) P+(x, AD; h) U(t/2, h) xW?W -klI 

< C(1 + Itl)-k, for tER. 

Similarly we can show 

II(x)-~x#Y U(t/2, h) P-(x, hD; h) Ut/2, W,WhKx)-kll 

d C(1 + ltl)-k, for tER. 
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By (5.10) and (5.1 l), (5.6), is proved. To prove (5.7),, we have to make a 
special partition of unity in (5.11). Since b, ES,, there exists 
(r+ ~1-1, l[ such that 

b+(x, 5) =O, if i.f<o,. 

For E > 0 sufficiently small, by Lemma 5.3, we can take p ~ (h) E S- such 
that 

P-k <;h)=O, if .&$>0+ -E. 

This means that we can apply (5.9),- 1 to the pair of operators b, and 
p-(h). As in the proof of (5.6),, we have the estimate 

Il(x>“b+(x, hD) U(t, h) ~W’Xx>-“-~ll 

< Il(x>“b+(x, hD) x~(ff’7 U(C, W-W~‘ll 

x Il(x)“+‘P+(x, hD;h) U(f/2, h) X(Hh)(X)-“-kll 

+ Il<x>“b+(x, W~dffV U(@, h) P-(x, hD; Wx>“+“ll 
x II(X>-S-kX(Hh) U(t/2, h)(x)-“-kll 

+ Il(x>“b+(x, AD) xl(ffh) u(Q, h) &VI VtP, A) xW”Kx>-“-kll 
GC(1 + Itl)y, for td0. (5.12) 

Here we have applied (5.7),,+ and (5.7),- i,+ to the first term in the middle 
of (5.12), (5.9),,- and (5.6),-i to the second term; (5.7),,+ and (5.6),-, to 
the third term. This proves (5.7),+. In the same way, we can prove 
(5.7),+ . Relation (5.8), follows from (5.7), by taking the adjoint; (5.9), 
can be proved by the same method. The only difference is that this time we 
have to choose P,(h) in (5.11) such that P+(h) and b _ are of disjoint sup- 
port and the same is true for P_(h) and b, . This is possible, because by 
the assumption on b +, we have CJ _ < D + . Then it is sufficient to apply 
Lemma 5.3 with (r = (0 + + cr _ )/2 and E = (C + - CJ _ )/4 > 0. By induction, 
we have finished the proof of (5.6k(5.9). Now Theorem 5.1 follows by a 
simple interpolation. This proves Theorem 5.1, hence also Theorem 1. 1 

For fixed h > 0, applying the estimate (4.7) and proceeding as before, we 
can prove the following. 

THEOREM 5.4. Let V be a short range potential satisfying (1.1) for some 
Q, > 1. Let f E P(R + ) with bounded derivatives on R + and inf supp f > 0. 

Then for every s 2 0, one has 

II(XYf(W u(fKx>-sll <ct1+ I4-“, tER. (5.13) 
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Let b, ES&. For every p>O, 

iI<-x>“b,(x, D) U(t)f(W(.x)-‘- ‘II <c(l + Itl) \, for f t 30 

(5.14) 
and 

lI(x>-“-“fW”) u(t)b.b, DKx)“ll <C(l + ItI)-“, for f t 30. 

(5.15) 

Let 6, E S, satisfy the conditions of (iii) of Theorem 6.2. We have, for eveq 
M>O, 

Il<x>““bT(x,D)f(W U(t)b.(x,D)(x)“Il <C(l + Itl)p” for ft>O. 

(5.16) 

6. SEMICLASSICAL MICRO-LOCAL RESOLVENT ESTIMATES 

From now on, the assumption on the potential V is the following: 

I/ is a long range potential satisfying (1.1) and (1.4). (6.1) 

In this section we will give some estimates over the resolvent R(z, h) 
microlocalised in outgoing or incoming regions. For fixed h, this type of 
result is known [ 1 l] and can be applied to study the singularity of 
scattering amplitude. 

In order to use the outgoing (resp. incoming) h-parametrix constructed 
in Section 2, we need a result on the free resolvent &(I, h) microlised by 
Fourier integral operators. Recall that the phase function 4 depends on a 
parameter R > 0 (see (2.4)). 

PROPOSITION 6.1. For every b + E S, , there exists R = R(b + ) > 0 such 
that for every s > l/2, one has 

and 

l/(x)“-‘l(b+, h) Ro(ATiO;h)(x)-“11 dChk’ (6.2), 

Il(x)~“R,(1+iO;h)Z(b,,h)*(x)“+‘IIQCh-’ (6.3) 

uniformly in h E 10, 1 ] and locally uniformly in A > 0. 

Proof: Let b, ES,. By Lemma 4.4, there exists a ES, such that for 
R > 1 large enough, a(V,&(x, 0, 5) = 1 on the support of b, . Applying 
Proposition A.4 and taking notice that the derivatives of a(V,+(x, <), 5) 
are equal to zero on the support of 6, , we get for every N> 1 

Z(b+, h) a(x, hD) =Z(b+, h) + hNZ(r,(h), h) (6.4) 
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with {r,.,(h), 0 < h < 1) bounded in SpN. According to Proposition A.2, for 
s> l/2 and 2s<N, we get 

II (x>“-‘Z(r,(h), h) R,(z, h)(x)-“II G Ch-’ 

for hE]O,l] and ZEC with Imz#O and Rez>O. Since Z(b+,h) is 

uniformly continuous from L**“+’ to L2~S-‘, it follows from (6.4) and 
Theorem 3.4 that 

IIW-‘W,, h) Ro(z, h)(x>-“II 
< C(I (x)‘- ‘a(~, hD) R&z, h)(x) PSI( + C’hN- ’ 

< C”h - ’ 

for h E 10, 1 ] and Re z > 0, Im z # 0. This proves (6.2) + . The other cases 
can be proved similarly. 1 

For I an interal in R, we denote I, = {z E C; Re z E Z, + Im z E 10, l] }. 
I,, = I, u I-. By Proposition 6.1, we can prove an analogue of Theorem 3.4 
for the resolvent R(z, h). 

THEOREM 6.2. Let b + E S, . Under the assumptions (6.1), let Z c J. Then 
for every s > l/2, one has 

II(x)“-‘b,(x,hD)R(z;h)(x)-“IldCh~’, for hE]O, l],z~Z+ 

(65), 

and 

II(x)-~R(z, h) b&(x, hD)(x)“-‘)I < Ch-‘, for hE]O, l],z~Z+. 

(6.6) 

Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we will use the outgoing 
(incoming) parametrix constructed in Section 2 to show the theorem. 

Let b + E S, and s > l/2 be fixed. Take E, E > 0 sufficiently small so that 
the support of b, is contained in 52 +(E, E). Construct an outgoing 
parametrix in the region 52 +(E, E, R) as in Section 2. Then we have the 
relation, for N > 2s + 1, 

U(t, h) Ita,( h) Z(b, h)* = U,(t, h) + i j’ U(t - r, h) R,(r, h) dr, (6.7) 
0 

where 

Udt, h) = z(a,(h), h) u,(t, h) z(b, h)* 

Rdt, h) = zb,(h), h) uo(t, h) z(b, A)*. 
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(See Theorem 2.4 for the notations.) By Lemma 4.5, for R > o large 
enough, there exists b = b(h) belonging to S, such that 

Z(a,(h), A) 4Wh h)* = b+(x, hD) + Q,v(h), (6.8) 

where QN(h) is uniformly continuous from L2.’ to L’*‘+ N, Vz E R. Multiply- 
ing (6.7) by eih-“‘, Im z > 0, and integrating over R +, we get a resolvent 
equation: 

R(z, h) b+(x, hD) 

= R(z, h) C?N@) + z(aN(h), A) &(z, h) I(W), A)* 

+ Wz, A) z(pN(h), h) R,(z, h) z(W), A)* for Im z>O. (6.9) 

Recall that it is proved in [20] that under the conditions (6.1) we have 

(I (x) -R(z, h)(x) -II < Ch-‘, for h~]0, l];z~Z,. (6.10) 

Hence we get 

II(r)-“R(z, h) Q,WX)“-~II <Ch-‘, for hE]O, l],z~Z~. 

Applying Proposition 6.1, we deduce that 

II(-xpSZ(aN(h), h) R,(z,h)Z(b(h), h)*(x)“-‘11 <ch-‘, he]@ 11, zEZ+. 

To estimate the last term in (6.9), we proceed as in Lemma 4.3. Assume 
that the support of b(h) is contained in 0+(2~, 2E). Choose pi E C”(R) 
such that 

PI(t)= l i 
if t<-l+s 

0 if t 2 - 1 + 3~12. 

Put p2(t)= 1 --p,(t) andp,,Jx, 5, h)=pi(a.[) pN(x, 5;h). Then b, and 
pN,i(h) are of disjoint support and p,,(h) satisfies 

l&qPN,2(X, 5;h)l c&-N-‘a’ (x, 5) E R*“. 

Consequently, applying Corollary 3.6, we have 

II(x)“zbN,,(h)~ h) Mz, h) N@), h)*(x)“-‘11 < ch-‘, ZEZ,. 

Since Z(PN,i(h), h) is uniformly continuous from L2,-” to L*,‘, we get from 
Proposition 6.1 that 

ll(X)Sz(PN,2(h)~ h) R&> h) z(W), h)*(x)“-‘11 < ch-’ 
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for z E I,. By (6.10), we have proved that 

II(X~-S~(Z,~)z(P,(~),~)~o(z~~)z(~(~),~)*~x~”-lll <a-‘, hElO, 11 

for ZEZ,. Now (6.5) + results easily from (6.9). Relation (6.5) _ can be 
proved by constructing an incoming parametrix and (6.6) follows by taking 
the adjoint in (6.5). Theorem 6.2 is proved. m 

For two-sided localised resolvent estimates, we have the following. 

THEOREM 6.3. Let b, E S, - such that there are 0 * E ] - 1, 1 [ with 
o- CC, and 

b+(x, 5)=0 if &5^<a, 

b-(x, 5) =0 if 2.f>a_. 

Under the assumptions (6.1), let ZC J be a compact interval of non-trapping 
energy. Then for every s 2 0, we have 

II(x)SbT(x,hD)R(z;h)b.(x, hD)(x)“ll <Ch-’ (6.11), 

for zEZ, and he 10, 11. 

Proof From (6.7), it follows that 

R(z, h) Z(a,(h), h) Z(b, h)* 

= z(Q,(h), h) Rob h) 4b, h)* 

+ hR(z, h) Z(pdh), h) Rob, h) Z(b, A)*. (6.12) 

By Proposition A.3, b-(x, hD) Z(a,(h), h) is a Fourier integral operator 
with the amplitude d(h), 

d(h)= f hidj+h”‘+lrN,l(h), 
j=O 

where the dj’s can be calculated by the formulae in Proposition A.3 and 
{rN,,(h), 0 < h < 1 } is bounded in S-N. According to Lemma 4.5 we can 
choose b = b(h) E S, such that 

Z(a,(h), h) Z(W), h)* = b+(x, hD) + R,,(h), (6.13) 

where b(h) and dj are of disjoint support. This is possible for R large 
enough because of the hypothesis on b, . Applying Corollary 3.6, we get 

II(x)“Z(dj, h) Ro(z, h) Z(b(h), h)*(x>“ll G Ch-’ 
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uniformly in z E I, . From Proposition 6.1, it follows easily 

Il(x)“b-(x, hD) 4u,@), h) Ro(z, h) Z(W), h)*(x>“ll 6 Ch -I, 

hE 10, 11, ZEZ, 

for 0 6s < N/2. Applying Theorem 6.2, we can prove as in Theorem 6.2 
that for 0 < s < N/2, 

II~X~S~~(X,~~)~(z,~)~(p,(~),~)R,(z,~)z(b(h),h)*~x)‘ll,<Ch~2 

uniformly in z E I, . From (6.12) and (6.13 ), we can derive that 

(I (x)“b-(x, hzl) zqz, h) 6, (x, hD)(x)“ll d Ch -I, hE IO, 11 

for 06s~ N/2, uniformly in ZEZ,. Since N> 1 is arbitrary, this proves 
(6.11)+. Theorem 6.3 is proved. fi 

7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 

With the micro-local resolvent estimates obtained in the preceding sec- 
tion, we can establish the semiclasssical bounds for the powers of resolvent. 
Notice that for every fixed h > 0, the smoothness of the boundary values for 
the resolvent is known [ 13, 141. Our aim is to give the precise semiclassical 
estimates, which should be useful in semiclassical scattering theory (see 
LX241 1. 

Proof of Theorem 2. We use the same method as the proof for 
Theorem 1. Notice that for m = 1, Theorem 2 is proved (see (6.10), 
Theorems 6.2 and 6.3). Suppose the results are true for m - 1, m 3 2. We 
want to prove it for m. Let x be a C” function on R, with bounded 
derivatives and x(t) = 0 in a small neighborhood of I in R. Put 

s(4 z) = x(t)(t - z)Y, tER, RezeZ. 

Then g(. , z) E Cm(R) and 

for rER, RezEZ. 

Therefore by Lemma 5.2, g(Hh, z) = x(Z?‘) R(z, h)” is a pseudo-differential 
operator and for every s E R 

SUP II g(Hh, Z)ll~(,2.~,L2.“) < +a. 
htlO,ll 

z~C,RezsI 
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This shows that for every s > 0, one has 

II (x> -“Xw)(Nz, h))“(x)-“II G c 

IIw-lb+k AD) xWW(z, h))“(x)-“II d c 

and 

Il(x>-“(m ww-fh)b~(& h~)(xY’ll GC, for h~]0, l] 

uniformly in z E C with Re z E I. If b, satisfies the hypothesis of (iii), 
applying Lemma 5.2, we can show by symbolic calculus for pseudo- 
differential operators that b + (x, hD) g(ZZh, z) b _ (x, hD) is uniformly 
continuous from L2,-” to L2,” and for every NE N, 

II (x)“b.(x, hD) g(# z) b T (x, ~~KxYll< C,,,hN, hE IO, 11 

uniformly in ZE C with Re ZEZ. Consequently in order to show the 
theorem, it is enough to prove that for f~ C,“(J), f= 1 in a small 
neighborhood of Z, we have, for s > m - l/2, 

II GX”fWh)(Nz, h))“(x) --sIl < C,,J-” (7.1) 

Il(x>“-“‘b,b hD).t-(ff”)(Nz, h))“(x)-“II 6 CJ-“‘3 zeZT (7.2), 

and 

II (x>-“fW%Wz, hIY”b.6, hD)(x)“-“II < C,,J-“, ZEZ, (7.3)* 

and if b, satisfies the conditions of (iii), then 

II (x)“bT(x, hD)(Wz, WV-W”) b.k hDKx)“ll G C,,,h-“, ZEZ,. 

(7.4) f 

According to Lemma 5.3, we have a decomposition for f(Z#‘) with 
N>2s+ 1, 

f(H*)=p+(x,hD;h)+p~(x,hD;h)+R,(h), (7.5) 

where p,(h)e S, and R,(h) is uniformly continuous from L2,’ to L2*r+ N, 
VrER. 

Proof of (7.1). By (7.5), (R(z, h))“flH”) may be written as 

(Wz, h))“fW’Y = (Nz, h))“-‘f(H’? Nz, h) 

=(R(z,h))“-‘(p+(x,hD;h)+p-(x,hD;h) 

+ R,(h)) &, h). (7.6) 
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Applying Theorem 2 for m - 1, we deduce from (i) that for s > m - 1 - l/2, 

II (x) -“(R(z, h))“- ‘Z?,(h) R(z, h)(x) -‘II 6 Ch -m, hc IO, 11 

uniformly in z E I,. From (i) and (ii) for m - 1, we conclude as in the proof 
of Theorem 5.1 that for s > m - l/2, 

/I (x)-“(Nz, h))“- ‘p+(x, hD; h) R(z, h)(x) --‘I[ < Ch-” 

and 

II(x)-S(R(~, h))“-‘p-(x, hD; h) R(z, h)(x)-“11 6 Ch-” 

uniformly in h E 10, 11 and .z E I,,. This proves (7.1). 1 

Proof of (7.2)+. By Lemma 5.3, we can take a decomposition (7.5) for 
f(Hh) such that p-(h) and b, are of disjoint support and satisfy the 
conditions of (iii). Making use of the expression (7.6), we can deduce 
(7.2) + from the inductie hypothesis as in the proof of (7.1). 

Expression (7.2)- can be proved by the same method and (7.3) follows 
from (7.2) by taking the adjoint. To prove (7.4), it suffices to notice that 
under the conditions of (iii), we can choose p&(h) in (7.6) such that the 
pairs of operators p + (h) and b _ , p _ (h) and b + satisfy still the assumptions 
of (iii) of Theorem 2 (see Lemma 5.3). This finishes the proof of Theorem 2 
by induction. m 

By the same argument as the proof of Theorem 2, we can show that the 
boundary values (R(1+ i0, h))” exist in corresponding weighted-L* spaces 
and it can be easily verified that they are equal to the (m - 1)th derivative 
of (l/(m - l)!) R(A & i0, h) with respect to A. As usual, the smoothness of 
resolvent gives results on time-decay for wave functions. The semiclassical 
estimates on the derivatives of boundary values of the resolvent lead to the 
time-decay uniform with respect to h E 10, 11. 

COROLLARY 7.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, let x E C$( J). 
Then one has for every s, p > 0 and for any 0 < E < s, 

II(x>-~x(H~) Wt, h)(x)-“II <C,,hP”(l + It/)-“+“, tER 

(7.7) 

Il<x>“bT(x, Wx(Hh) U(t, h)(x)-“-“II <C,,,;,h-&(l + ItI)-“+“, 

for +t>O (7.8), 

II (x>-“-“x(H~) U(t, h) b.(x, hD)(x)“JJ < C,,;,h-“(1 + ItI)-“- c, 

for i-t z-0. (7.91, 
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If b, satisfies the conditions of (iii) of Theorem 2, then 

II<xY’bT(x, hD) x(@‘) Vt, h) b.b, hD)(x)PII < C,,,;,h-E(l + ItI)-“-“, 

for +t>O. (7.10) 

The proof of Corollary 7.1 is routine (see [ 141). We omit it here. 

8. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 

In this section we will show how to improve Corollary 7.1 to get 
Theorem 3. By the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 1 (see Sec- 
tion 5), it suffices to prove the theorem for s = 1. 

PROPOSITION 8.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, we have, for any 
& > 0, 

II(x)-‘x(Hh) U(t, h)(x)--‘11 <C,hP”(l + ItI)-‘, hE]O, 11, tER. 

(8.1) 

Here x E C,“(J). 

Proof: We want to use the commutator relation (4.3). Take 
x,,x~EC$(J) such that 2Hh~,(Hh)~JHL)=~(Hh). Then from (4.3) we 
get, for t # 0, 

(x)-‘x(Hh) U(t, h)(x)-’ 

=f (x>-‘x,W~)C~“, U(t, h)l xAH%-’ 
{ 

- (x)-l j-;x,W’Y U(t- s; h) kJ(s, h) X2(Hh)(x) -I ds . (8.2) 

We can easily check that (x)-‘x~(H”) Ah and Ahx2(Hh)(x)-’ extend to 
bounded operators on L*(R”). Therefore we have 

IIW-hWh)CAA, Ut,h)l XZ(H’XXY’II dC< +a (8.3) 

uniformly in h E 10, 11, t E R. To treat the remainder we choose x3 E C,“(J) 
such that ~3x2 =x2. Applying Lemma 5.3 to x3, we get 

X3(Hh)=b+(x,hD;h)+b-(x,hD;h)+R(h) 

with R(h) uniformly bounded from L’,-’ to L*,‘. Inserting this expression 
between P and U(s, h), we get three corresponding terms which can be 

505/71/z-13 
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estimated as follows. To fix ideas, let t > 0. Then from (7.7), (7.8) + , and the 
fact that v decreases as 0( 1x1 -““), we derive that 

x IV-(x, hD; h) U(s, h) ~z(H~)(x> -‘I/ ds 

6 Q’-2Et-Q+2E, for any E > 0. (8.4) 

Since the commutator i[ r, b +(x, hD; h)] is uniformly continuous from L**’ 
to L 2,r + 1 + ed3 

b+(x, hD; h): 
we have a similar result for the term corresponding to 

lb 
; (x>-‘x,(H~) U(t-s; h) rb+(x, hD; h) U(s, h)X2(Hh)(x)-1 ds!! 

< C,h-*Et-EQ+*E, (8.5) 

Here we have used (7.7) and (7.9) + . The term corresponding to R(h) can 
be estimates by (7.7). Hence from (8.2))(8.5), we get 

II(x)-~#Z”) U(t, h)(x)--‘ll <C,((l + ItI)-‘+h-*‘:(I + It/)-’ -“12). (8.6) 

This proves (8.1). 1 

The estimate (8.6) shows that for every E>O, we have 

II(x)-%H~) U(t,h)(x)-‘lI<CC(l +Itl)-‘, 
for h E 10, l] and ItI 3 C’h-“. Repeating the arguments of Section 4 and 
making use of (8.1) instead of (4.2), we can prove the following. 

PROPOSITION 8.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, let x E C,“(J). 
Then for every s 2 0 and r E [0, 11, we have, for any E > 0, 

Il(x>“~.k AD) Vt, h) x(ffXx>-“-‘II Q Cs,,,,h-“(1 + Id-‘, 
TZ>O. (8.7) 

II(x)-“-‘x(Hh) U(t, h)b+(x, hD)(x)-“11 <C,h--“(l + ItI)-‘, 

+t>o. u3.8) 

In addition if b k E S, is chosen so that (T _. < o + , we have for every s 2 0, 

II (x>-“bT(x, hD) x(Hh) U(t, h) b+(x, hD)(x)“ll < C,h-“(1 + It/)-‘, 

+t>o. (8.9) 
Now applying Propositions 8.1 and 8.2, we can prove Theorem 3 by the 
inductive argument used in Section 5. We omit the details here. 
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APPENDIX: A CLASS OF FOURIER INTEGRAL OPERATORS 

We collect in this Appendix some basic results on the continuity and the 
composition of a class of Fourier integral operators. Since the methods are 
now well known [2, 7, 83 we content ourselves to give a sketch for the 
proofs. 

Let 4 be a real smooth function on R2” such that for some Q, > 0, 

la~a~(~(x,5)-x.~)I~cc,,(x)1-Eo~‘r’(~)-1 64.1) 

m, a, 4~4 5)) - 4 < m on R’“. (A.2) 

Let S” be the class of symbols introduced in Section 3. For a E S”, let 
Z(a, h) be the Fourier integral operator associated with amplitude a and 
phase 4 by the formula (2.16). Remark that we can write 
4(x, 5) - CHY, t) = (x - Y) .V~(X, Y, 0, where 

v4G Y9 5) = [’ VAY + w  - Y), 5) de. 
0 

By (A.2) for every (x, ~)ER~~, the mapping 5 + V&x, y, 5) is a global 
diffeomorphism on R;. We denote by q = FJ(X, y, l) the inverse 
diffeomorphism. 

LEMMA A.l. Let uj~Sm~for j= 42. Then B(h)= Z(a,, h) Z(u,, h)* is a 
pseudo-differential operator associated with symbol b(h) having an 
asymptotic expansion in h E 10, 11. For every N 2 0, one has 

b(x, 5 ; h) = 2 h’bj(X, 5) + hN+ ‘r,,,(x, 5, h), 
j=O 

(A.3) 

where 

bj(x, 0 = c i 8: ~J(al(x, Y, 5) 4x, Y, 5) 4x, Y, 5))ly=x 
lal=j ’ 

Ul(X, Y, a = Ulk rib, YY 5)) 

a2k Y> ) = a,(.Y, ?(X, Y? 5)) 

and J(x, y, l) is the Jacobian of q(x, y, 5) with respect to <, {TN(h), 
he [0, l]} is a bounded set in Sm’+mZ-N-l. 

Proof By a simple calculation, we see that Z(u,, h) Z(u2, h)* is a 
pseudo-differential operator with symbol b(h) given by 

b(h)=(2nh)Y”~{e-iY~i/‘C(x,x+y,t;+C)dyd~, (A.4) 
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where C(x, Y, t) = a,(~, v(x, Y, i”)) a,(~, vl(x, Y, 5)) 4x, Y, t). Using the 
Taylor expansion for C(x, x + y, 5 + {) in c-variable, we get (A.3) with the 
remainder rN(h) given by 

1 $8; Df C(x, x + y, r + at/) do dy 4. (A.5) 
la(=N+l . 

To estimate r,(h), it suffices to integrate (A.5) for a sufficient number of 
times and to notice that for 0 < 8 < 1; one has 

By the expression (A.3), we see that b, belongs to the class S”” +m2- k. If 
a~ S (-So), Lemma A.1 shows that Z(a, h) Z(a, h)* is a h-pseudo- 
differential operator with bounded symbol. By the well-known Calderon- 
Vaillancourt Theorem [4], Z(a, h) is uniformly continuous on L*(R”): 

SUP II44 m?(L2, < + co. (A.7) 
he IO,11 

In what follows we need a slightly generalized version of (A.7). 

PROPOSITION A.2. Let m ER and aE S”. Then for every s E R, Z(a, h) 
defines a continuous operator from L’,‘+“’ to L2,” and 

he IO.11 

Proof: It is sufficient to prove Proposition A.2 for m = 0 and s> 0. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that so = l/k for some k E N*. 
The commutator i[xj, Z(a, h)] is also a Fourier integral operator. More 
precisely for a E S we can write 

i[xj, Z(a, h)] = (x)‘-““Z(bj(h), h), j= 1, 2, . ..) n, (A.81 

where bj(X, <;h)= (x>“-‘(i(xj-~a,d(x, O)a(x, t)+ha<,dx, <I)- BY 
(3.1), b,(h) is in S. From (A.7) and (A.8) it follows that 

I/ (x>‘OZ(a, h) f II G C ( i 
j=l 

II lx>“- ‘I(a, h) xjf II + IIf II} 

G Cll (x> f II if O<so<l. b4.9) 
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Expression (A.9) is also true with a replaced by b,(h). Multiplying (A.8) by 
<x> *+’ on the left, we get 

II<x)2Eozwu-ll~c 2 II~~~E~~~~~‘~~fll+II~~~2E~-1~(a,h)~~fll 
i j= 1 

G CII (x> fll, if 2e, < 1. 

Repeating these arguments k times, using the fact kE,, = 1, we get 

Il(x> Z(4 h)fll G cll(x>fllt f E 9’(R”). 

This proves Proposition 3.2 for m = 0 and s = 1. For s an arbitrary integer, 
we can use the same commutator techniques to prove 

SUP 1144 mlp(L2.s) < +a 
hc IO,11 

For general s > 0, the result follows by interpolations. 1 

We give now a formula for the composition of Fourier integral operators 
with pseudo-differential operators. 

PROPOSITION A.3. Let U,E S”‘J for j= 1,2, Then a,(~, hD) Z(u2, h) is a 
Fourier integral operator with phase function I$, 

a,(~, AD) Z(a,, h) = Z(W), h), 

where b(h) admits an asymptotic expansion in h, for every N > 0, 

b(x, <;h)= f hjbj(x, g)+hNflr,(x, <;h) (A.lO) 
j=O 

with 

bob, 0 = a,(~, V,$(x, t)) a,(-~ 5) 

b,(x, O= c e$ qulb9 VAX, 0) 1 C/h ..h 
/< Ial <2/ . PI +k$/ ;-“;= -2 

IBIIm:.lskl 3 2 

x D:a*(x, 5) @4(x, 5) ~-gwx, 5) 

and (TN(h), he 10, l]} is bounded in Sml+mZ-N-l: 

18; a$ rN(x, 5; h)l 6 C,B(~)m~+m2-N-1-iaJ, (x, ~)ER*~ 

uniformly in h E 10, 11. 
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Proof: Put fW, Y, VI= &Y, ‘I) - 4(x, rl) + (x - Y) .V.,&x, v). Then b(h) 
is formally given by 

See Helffer-Robert [7]. By Taylor expansion for a,(x, 5 + V&(x, q)) at 
r = 0, we get (3.10) with r,(h) given by 

rN(x, q; h) = (27dz)-” j/ eih-‘(-T--v).5CN(~, y; 5, q; h) dy d<, (A.ll) 

where 

Take PcC,“(R) so that p(z)=l, if ~<l and p(s)=O, if r>2. Set 
p,=l-p and 

Clv,l(~)=P(lx- Y12/W C,(h) 

Denote by rN,j(h) the remainder corresponding to C,Jh) by the formula 
(A.1 1). On the support of C,,(h), we have, for any a E N”, 

lpeih-‘%x..w7)l G ~a~-l~l/2(X)-l~l-~o~ 

Making use of the operator 1 -h2d, and integrating (A.ll) for TN,,(h) by 
part for a sufficient number of times, we get 

Ir,,,(x, q; h)( < Ch-(N+“+‘)~2(x)m~+mz~N~‘, hE 10, 11. 

On the support of C,,(h) and C,,(h), we can use the relation 

&hm’(.x-.v).5= lX--yJ-2(-j2(-j2dSejh-‘(x~Y).r). 

In particular for E > 0 sufficiently small, we have 

I~.~~~Y~?~--v,~~~~rl~I~~l~-Yl~~~-l-”o on supp C,,(h). 
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Hence for every a EN”, 

I,;eih-‘s(x..w)J <c&h-ld(l + Ix-ypl)(x)-l”l, on supp C,,(h). 

This enables us to prove, by a suitable integration by parts, 

IrN,i(x, q; h)l 6 ChN(X)ml+m2-N--l, j= 2, 3. 

This proves 
Ir,(x, q; h)l < ch-(N+“+‘)‘*(x)ml+m2-N-‘. (A.12) 

It is clear from (A.lO) that bj belongs to S M1 +“‘-j. Pushing farther the 
expansion for b(h), we can write 

j=N+I 

Consequently applying (A.12) with 2N + n + 1 instead of N, we get 

(TN(X, rj; h)( < CN(X)ml+m*-N-’ (x, vl)~R~~ 

uniformly in h E 10, 11. Similarly we can get the estimates over the 
derivatives of r,(h). The proposition is proved. 1 

For the composition of Fourier integral operators by pseudo-differential 
operators on the right, we have a similar result. 

PROPOSITION A.4. Let uj E ST, j= 1, 2. Then Z(a,, h) a,(x, hD) is a 
Fourier integral operator, Z(u,, h) a,(~, hD) = Z(b(h), h), where b(h) has an 
asymptotic expansion of the form 

with 

b(h)= f hibj+hN+‘rN(h) 
j=O 

bob, 4) = Q,(x, cl) ~V,G~X, 0,5) 

and {TN(h), OchGl} is bounded in Sm~+m2-N-1. 

The proof of Proposition A.4 is the same as that of Proposition A.3 and 
we omit it. 
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